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Abstract 
 Technology plays a vital role in modern life. It opens access to many pieces of information whether available Internet 

connection. Since Information Technology has been developed in advance stage beyond our imagination, all our traditional 
pedagogical methods do need changes accordingly. The class room may be converted to smart and equipped with Computers, 

Accessories and broad band internet connection. Studio teaching is an approach of flexible and more resourceful learning method.  
It converges   lecture and practice into a single period which makes the lab and discussion more effective. It requires more time for 
interactive engagement for which it helps the intellectual development of students. Having supplied adequate educational 

environment help the students as life-long learners that may lead them collaborative study. Creativity and critical thinking would be 
generated by the effect of studio teaching. Chemistry is basically an experimental science as in both Theory and Practice.   It deals 

with composite structure and properties of matter. In order to teach chemistry a full-fledged Laboratory is essential. Reasoning is the 
pivot of science subjects. In order to develop the reasoning skills and chemical understanding the general chemistry classes are to be 

changed into studio classes. Traditional Chemistry teaching can be transferred to constructive through setting up of virtual class 
room. Studio teaching is thus, more resourceful, resilient, reflective and inspire. It goes abreast with the current and modern life 
style. And keeps the students always open their eyes and ready to receive new ideas that would transfer the societal order.  

It transform both student and teacher from the orthodox and traditional order to the zenith of new system or walk of life. 

 
 Technology plays a vital role in modern life. It opens access to many pieces of information 

whether available Internet connection. Since Information Technology has been developed in 

advanced stage beyond our imagination, all our traditional pedagogical methods do need 

changes accordingly. The class room may be converted to smart and equipped with Computers, 

Accessories and broad band internet connection. The High-Teched classrooms are indeed would 

be highly attracted by the students. Students as well the teachers are blessed to have all 

information on the tip of their fingers with one click of the mouse. 

 It is true that none can be taught but felicitate to learn. Learning is a continuous process that 

begins with birth. There are many traditional methods which deals with learning process. 

Learning by doing is one among them. Modern approach to this method with sound 

pedagogical tenets may be called „Studio Teaching‟. We have been practising the Lecture 

method in class rooms for decades which helps the teachers make their jobs much easier.  

The students‟ participation in this method is less than that of studio teaching method. Student 

wants to be a passive listener in lecture method whereas in Studio teaching his engagement is 

much higher. Students get ample opportunities to involve in activities related to learning Studio 

Teaching. Thus, it improves the students‟ attainment, develop the kind of learning habits and 

wider the skills which characterize their future life.  

 Studio teaching is an approach of flexible and more resourceful learning method.  

It converges   lecture and practice into a single period which makes the lab and discussion more 

effective. It requires more time for interactive engagement for which it helps the intellectual 
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development of students. Having supplied adequate educational environment help the students 

as life-long learners and that may lead them to the wider range of knowledge. Collaborative 

study, creativity and critical thinking will be generated by the effect of studio teaching. 

 Studio Teaching would also be benefited to teachers in such a way that it provides 

continuous professional development which would be able to learn from „Develop with‟ rather 

than‟ Done to „approach to learning. The reciprocal understanding with teacher and student and 

vice versa may be meaningful and provides more creativeness for instructor to attain their 

objectives. At the same time it gives opportunity to students to express themselves associating 

with the democratized society. 

 Studies have proven that studio teaching increases engagement, motivation and retention of 

the students. The traditional forms of curriculum pedagogies have been rejected by the 

developed countries declaring that they do not represent the current needs of the younger 

generation or do not help to build up the countries advanced. That kind of education is required   

which would be equipped the students with skill and ideas capable to carry out the mission of 

future. The pedagogical methods should be associated with the practical demands of the 

community or nation. That sort of education may be tuned in line with the personal life and 

needs of individuals in the modern world or rather with the demands of higher education. 

 It can be possible to create a model studio for effective teaching in any subjects if will and 

wish persists. Take it an example to arrange the classroom as a „News Paper Office‟ and make 

the students perform different roles of workers or staff to bring out the newspaper. They have to 

collect News and stories for the paper. Language could be taught in different forms of 

discourses through this way. History class may be converted to a research group, and likewise. 

Science class can be converted to a research laboratory, etc. 

 This type of teaching may be provided more dynamics of studio learning experience and it 

can be materialized in the classrooms in any subjects those who have insight, imagination and 

determination. Physical crafting and practical problem solving create habits of thinking and 

learning which suits to the new world order that gives more transferrable benefits than the 

traditional approach of learning.  

 Projects in Studio Teaching may be multifaceted and take more than one class sessions and 

that included discussions, debates, paper and pencil work, computer assignment and research 

with many other sample things.  Teachers may provide information by way of short lectures 

when needed or on demand but full length lectures may be avoided. Persuade the students to 

do with complex and demanding projects. Having kept the students more active, energetic and 

enthusiastic they are supposed to involve in group activities provided. This may take away their 

fatigue and boredom. The best learning occurs when students solve problems together or 

discuss matters to find out suitable solutions.  

 Chemistry both Theory and Practice is basically an experimental science.   It deals with 

composite structure and properties of matter. In order to teach chemistry a full-fledged 

Laboratory is essential. Reasoning is the pivot of science subjects. To develop reasoning skills 
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and chemical understanding the general chemistry classes are preferably to be changed into 

studio classes. Labs must be ecofriendly by setting up Virtual. Costly as well as concentrated 

chemicals are being used daily in our laboratories. Most of them are harmful or dangerous .our 

college labs are facing lack of facilities to conduct or handle such chemicals safely. There are 

neither preventive measures to avoid accidents nor equipped with first aid facilities if any 

mishap occurs. 

 The modus operandi of students in our labs are mechanically controlled by sheer practice of 

years‟ experience.  Since they have got limited time in a stipulated period to conduct the 

experiments, they have to finish it in hush and haste. There are many other problems that 

students face in school/ college laboratories such as scarcity of chemicals and apparatus and 

sufficient quantity of water. Students are compelled to carry over experiments with high 

concentrated acids and dangerous chemicals which may affect their health if handled carelessly. 

It cannot be supposed that all students must be vigilant while performing experiments with 

such harmful chemicals.  As almost all the chemicals are carcinogenic, it is required to arrange  

safe preventive measures like using masks, coats, gloves and glasses. The unreacted residues 

like carbylamine, phenol and the reagent wastage are affected seriously the health of students.  

Besides, these reagents are often flown through the sink to the ground that create acute 

pollution on earth, air and water. This is a burning issue that we face and wants to eradicate as 

possible. Scarcity of water make students to break up the experiments in the middle and leave 

the lab with unwashed hands especially in summer season. 

 On the other hand whether the experiments are done in a virtual laboratories/class rooms 

these problems are met in accessible manner. All the issues can be solved safer to some extent in 

a virtual lab than that of traditional Lab/Class. Students find themselves relaxed and carry over 

the experiments with much ease and resilient.  Students do not come across the dubious 

situation and action while doing experiments if they had been familiar with such experiment 

earlier in Studio classes.  

 Anyhow, bear in mind, that “Hands on experience” is much more important than that of 

any other method. The sensational feeling while performing” hands on experiments “is deeper 

and wider. That is why it is suggested that after giving enough orientation virtual classes, 

students are to be allowed to conduct experiments manually in a full-fledged lab.  

 Now we can switch over to how Chemistry be taught using the Studio teaching methods. 

Traditional Chemistry teaching can be transformed to constructive through studio classrooms. 

Figure 1 

 Traditional Science  Classroom    →               Lecture & Project methods              
  Studio Teaching                            →                Virtual Classroom                           

By setting Virtual class in teaching chemistry the following   are to be materialized. 

 Wastage of chemicals can be reduced 

 Accidents   can be eliminated to some extent 

 Economical &  affordable 
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 Environmental friendly 

 Activities involved 

 Creative learning 

 Constructive classroom 

 T-shaped students 

 More interesting 

 Information technology 

 Round table  

The following Figures show the various aspects of Studio Teaching. 

Figure 2 

 
  

Figure 3 

 
 Students are expected to carry out various experiments. She/he must have share the data 

given, then explore the data by critical thinking and reaches to short information burst. She/he 

may be directed to form hypothesis and forward to retention. Finally finds out the result. 
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He/she will be able to execute the new experiment or carry out the continuation of the former 

one. It is a fact  that   the students find studio class exciting ,  feel enjoyment  and appreciate fun, 

get involved, work hard, come to class regularly and do all the work assigned to them. 

 Chemistry cannot be taught isolated but associated with the cultural and physical context. 

Students of Science especially Chemistry may be made familiar with the specific body of 

knowledge by employing the multi-disciplinary tools of philosophy, history, and even 

geography of Science. 

 Computational Chemistry is considered to be the modern Branch of Chemistry. It is to be 

identified as the fourth leg of modern science. It is also described as Molecular Chemistry and it 

is regarded as the most important application of Computational Science. It is to be taught by 

arranging a well-furnished and equipped    computer laboratory. Students find more interest in 

computer than traditional lab. 

 It is a word that often discussing today is Environmental chemistry or Green chemistry. 

Environmental pollution is a big hazard   the humane face today. The wastage expelling from 

factories as solid, liquid and gas pollute the earth and atmosphere at large scale.  Due to the 

high rate of CO2 in atmosphere   the temperature increases and spoils Ozone layer. It is no 

doubt a colossal calamity to the world. The importance of Green chemistry is doubled in this 

juncture. How can our students be inculcated the importance of Green chemistry is one our 

main task. Green Chemistry leads to sustainable development. 

 Set up the class room a Pollution Control Board Office.  Make the students collect samples, 

analyze. Hypothesis, then find conclusion and remedial measures. 
 

Figure 4 

 

 
 

Figure 5 

Environmental    → Learning →project based →Team based→ Flexibility →Co-operative 

→Creativity 
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 Information & Communication Technology is said „a diverse set of technological tools and 

resources used to communicate, and to create, disseminate, store and manage information‟ 

(Quote). Using ICT in teaching Chemistry make students more active and interesting in learning 

chemistry. Multimedia class room provides computers, laptops, tablets, projectors, amplifiers, 

and internet connection.  Searching servers help students to find out most complicated facts in 

detail. Teachers are benefited with “power point” to introduce lessons. 

 Even though using the modern technology the learning process is not yet changed but still it 

is „Teacher Centred‟. It is to be transformed to „Student centred‟without delay. Studio teaching is 

the best alternative to achieve that goal. IT@ school, which  is an agency to install, govern, and 

control IT Education in Kerala ,has been transforming traditional classrooms in to hi-tech with 

the aid  of Government fund and public assistance as well. Almost all the traditional classrooms 

have been transformed into smart rooms equipped with basic amenities needed for such 

classrooms. Science laboratories especially Chemistry labs have been given priority in setting up 

virtual labs. 

 The “Traditional Learning Strategy” has been replaced by “student Centred and activity 

oriented curriculum”. Each class room should be converted to virtual providing each student 

separate computer and accessories controlled with „Master computer‟ by the teacher.   

The teacher is able to supply adequate information and suggestions to each student without 

hindering others‟ activities. It helps to create a bond between student and teacher and the 

teacher can pay individual attention to each one and adopt remedial measures accordingly. 

Continuous evaluation can also be done during this process.  

 The complicated experiment which cannot generally be conducted in the traditional lab can 

be viewed live through the multimedia and good hold of it in virtual lab. 

Figure 6 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 If the experiments are done in a virtual lab the cost of the chemicals can be reduced at a 

remarkable low rate. It is safer to perform experiments in virtual lab than in a traditional lab. 

Whenever doubts occur during the process of experiment students are capable to search in 

appropriate search engines. Hence, they may be able to carry out the task without difficulty. 

 Students are prepared to engage in collecting samples or data and analyze them in detail, 

after that they generate hypothesis then reach in conclusion. Lastly find out solution of the 

problem. It is more helpful to students to conduct experiments in virtual classroom than a 

traditional classroom. 

 Master Computer - Teacher 

Student computer Student computer Student computer 
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 The main benefit of virtual lab is that the quantity of chemicals can be minimized 

considerably and the cost of chemicals also be reduced. The first hand experiment with virtual 

lab make the students avoid trial error methods. They can straight away conduct the experiment 

following the steps and procedure they have already seen or done in virtual lab. 

 
Conclusion 

 Studio teaching is thus more resourceful, resilient, and reflective and inspire. It goes abreast 

with the current modern life style. And keep the students always open their eyes and ready to 

receive new ideas that would help to transfer the societal order. The enigmatic labs would 

become enactive. It transforms both student and teacher and to some extent the parents too from 

the orthodox and traditional views to the zenith of rational thinking and leads to scientific 

attitudes which would lead them to sustainable development of our nation. So it is high time to 

abandon the traditional pedagogies and   adopt such methods like studio teaching in curriculum 

so as to attain our goal. 
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